# Samvera Connect 2020: Program

- **Monday 26 October**
  - Morning: Partner Meeting and Developer Congress
  - Afternoon: Partner Meeting and Developer Congress

- **Tuesday 27 October**
  - Morning: Plenary session with keynote
  - Afternoon: Poster reception etc

- **Wednesday 28 October**
  - Morning: Parallel presentations and panels
  - Afternoon: Parallel presentations and panels

- **Thursday 29 October**
  - Morning: Unconference & close
  - Afternoon: Workshops

- **Friday 30 October**
  - Morning: Workshops

---

For details of the Partner Meeting and Developer Congress, which are not part of the general conference, please see our ‘Companion Events’ page.

## Warning!
Largely in order to accommodate the needs of parents who want to be at home for Hallowe'en, Connect 2020 will not follow the daily pattern of previous years. The likely layout is shown below **but this is not yet fully confirmed**.